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ABSTRACT

The problem of acoustic modeling for continuous speech recog-
nition is addressed. To deal with coarticulation effects and inter-
speaker variability, an extension of the Mixture Stochastic Trajec-
tory Model (MSTM) is proposed. MSTM is a segment-based model
using phonemes as speech units. In MSTM, the observations of
a phoneme are modeled by a set of stochastic trajectories. The
trajectories are modeled by a mixture of probability density func-
tions (pdf) of state sequences. Each state is associated with a mul-
tivariate Gaussian density function. In this paper, we propose to
replace the state single Gaussian pdf by a mixture of Gaussian pdfs
(MSTM with State-Mixture, SM-MSTM). The parameters of the
model are estimated under the ML criterion, using the Expectation-
Maximisation (EM) algorithm. The tests of the system on a speaker-
dependent continuous speech recognition task show a reduction in
the word error rate by about15% over the baseline MSTM, even
for an equal number of parameters. Experiments based on a multi-
speaker continuous speech recognition task do not lead to signifi-
cant improvement over the baseline system.

1. INTRODUCTION

MSTM is a segment-based model using phonemes as speech units
[5]. Compared to hidden Markov models, in MSTM a mixture is
defined on observation sequences rather than on individual obser-
vation vectors, thus exploiting intra-segmental information. Each
component trajectory is modeled by a multivariate Gaussian pdf.
Some extensions of MSTM have been proposed recently. A Semi-
Continuous version of MSTM is proposed in [9]. The explicit mod-
eling of the time evolution as a first order auto-regressive process is
given in [1]. Another time evolution modeling is developed in [2]
by using a mixture of polynomial functions.

Because of the context influence in continuous speech, the variabil-
ity is larger in the extremities of the phone segment that in the cen-
ter. In order to model the contextual effects – such as coarticulation
–, some authors have proposed the use of context-dependent con-
tinuous density Gaussian mixture HMM based on state clustering
[10].

For a multi-speaker recognition task, the speech variability is larger
at phone level than for speaker-dependent task. In order to take

this variability into account, a gender-dependent acoustic model has
been proposed [4]: two sets of models (male/female) are trained,
and the recognizer searches for the best solution between the two
sets of models. Speaker variability could also be addressed in the
MSTM framework. In [7], the idea of modeling the long term vari-
ability is presented.

Since basic MSTM uses only a single Gaussian pdf per trajectory
state, its flexibility to capture large speech variability may be lim-
ited. In this paper, we are interested in modeling the variability due
to coarticulation effects in speaker-dependent mode and the inter-
speaker variability in multi-speaker mode. We propose to model
each state of a component trajectory of MSTM by mixture of mul-
tivariate Gaussian pdfs.

The organisation of the paper is as follow. In section2, after a
presentation of MSTM, the SM-MSTM is described. Section3 de-
scribes the ML estimate of the parameters using algorithm EM. The
paper ends with the validation experiments and the discussion, fol-
lowed by a conclusion.

2. ACOUSTIC MODEL

2.1. MSTM

In this section, the basic principle of MSTM is presented. We use
the notationp(X) for the pdf of continuousX andPr(X) for the
probability of discreteX. Let X be linearly re-sampledQ points
of an observation vector sequence of a speech trajectory. In MSTM
a trajectory is defined as a fixed length sequence ofQ observation
vectors in the speech specific parameter space:

X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xQg; xi 2 R
D (1)

Each sampled point is called state. In this paper, we use a trajectory
to model the context independent phone. An explicit modeling of
phone duration is provided in the framework of MSTM [5]. How-
ever, for notation simplicity, any references to the duration model-
ing will be omitted from this point forward.

The pdf of the observed trajectoryX is modeled as a mixture of
output of stochastic trajectory generators associated to the phoneme



symbola:

p(Xja) =

KaX
k=1

Pr(tkja)p(Xjtk; a) (2)

whereKa is the number of components in the mixture for the sym-
bol a, Pr(tkja) is the a priori probability of the trajectory compo-
nenttk, andp(Xjtk; a) is the pdf of trajectoryX giventk anda. It
is important to note that, as opposed to HMM, the mixture is defined
on the observation sequences rather than on individual observations.
The mixture organisation of trajectories in MSTM allows to model
a large variability of speech segments.

TheQ states ofX are assumed to be independent, given the trajec-
tory clustertk and the symbola:

p(Xjtk; a) =

QY
i=1

p(xijtk; a) (3)

Each state observationxi is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian pdf
of meanma

ik and covariance matrix�a
ik:

p(xijtk; a) = N (xi;m
a
ik;�

a
ik) ; i = 1; : : : Q (4)

2.2. SM-MSTM

To improve the modeling of coarticulation and speaker variability
we propose to definep(xijtk; a) as a mixture of Gaussian pdfs
(state-mixture):

p(xijtk; a) =

T ka

iX
l=1

p(xij�lik; tk; a)Pr(�likjtk; a) (5)

where�lik is the state cluster associated with the statei of the tra-
jectory clustertk and the phonemea. The number of mixture com-
ponentsT ka

i for the statei, the trajectory componenttk and the
symbol a is determined heuristically according to the amount of
available training data.Pr(�likjtk; a) is the a priori probability of
state component�lik, giventk anda. p(xij�lik; tk; a) is the pdf of
statexi given�lik, tk anda.

We assume:

p(xij�lik; tk; a) = N (xi;m
a
lik;�

a
lik) (6)

Figure 1 illustrates a SM-MSTM with one trajectory cluster (Ka =

1) and two clusters in each state (T
ka
i = 2).

In summary, we obtain the following expression:

p(Xja) =

KaX
k=1

[Pr(tkja)

�

QY
i=1

T ka

iX
l=1

p(xij�lik; tk; a) Pr(�likjtk; a)] (7)
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Figure 1: MSTM with State-Mixture for one symbol (Q =

5; Ka = 1; T ka
i = 2)

3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

3.1. EM formulation

The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure for ML estimation of
parameters with incomplete data. EM maximises the log-likelihood
of observable data, by iteratively maximizing the expectation of the
log-likelihood of the complete data (observable and unobservable).
The observable data consists of measured sequenceX. The unob-
servable dataY contains some hidden information. The EM algo-
rithm uses the following expression:

max
�

Q(�j�
0
) = max

�
E
�
log p( X,Yj�)j X; �0

	
(8)

where� denotes the parameter set. Thenth iteration of the EM
algorithm consists in two distinct steps:

E-step: computeQ(�j�
n
)

M-step: choose�n+1 = argmax
�

Q(�j�
n
)

An important property of the EM algorithm is thatlog p( Xj�0) is
guaranteed to improve monotonically until it reaches a stationary
point. It is also known that the sequencef�ng converges [3]. The
defect of EM algorithm is that it finds only a local maximum of
Q(�j�n).

3.2. SM-MSTM parameter derivation

Let the observable data be:

X = ffX = fxigg
a
g; i = 1; : : : ; Q; a 2 P

and the associated unobservable data be:

Y = fftk; �likg
a
g;

l = 1; : : : T
ka
i ; i = 1; : : : Q; k = 1; : : : K

a
; a 2 P

wheretk is an unobservable integer between1 andKa, indicating
the number of trajectory clusters associated to the symbola, and
�lik is an unobservable integer between1 andT ka

i , indicating the



number of the state clusters associated to the statei, the trajectory
tk and the symbola. P is the set of phonetic symbols. Therefore:

Q(�j�0)

= E
�
log p(ff(X; tk; �l1k; : : : ; �lQk; )g

agj�)jffXgag; �0
	

(9)

For notation simplicity and without loss of generality, in the re-
maining of this paper we will limit ourselves to one symbol. Us-

ing equations of section2 and denoting�lik
4
= Pr(�likjtk; �) and

�k
4
= Pr(tkj�), Eq-9 can be expressed as:

Q(�j�
0
) =

X
X2X

KX
k=1

QX
i=1

T k

iX
l=1

Pr(tk; �likjX; �
0
)

� [logN(xi;mlik;�lik) + log �lik + log �k] (10)

whereX is the set of all observedX. �lik and�k satisfy:

KX
k=1

�k = 1;

T k

iX
l=1

�lik = 1; i = 1; : : : Q; k = 1; : : : K (11)

The parameter set for EM-estimation can be written as:

�
4
= f�k; �lik;mlik;�likg ;

l = 1; : : : T
k
i ; i = 1; : : : Q; k = 1; : : : K (12)

We give below the EM-reestimate for each parameter:

� a priori probability of trajectory:

�k =

P
X2X

Pr(tkjX; �
0)

jX j

(13)

wherejX j stands for the cardinal of the setX .

� a priori probability of state:

�lik =
Alik

T k

iP
l=1

Alik

(14)

whereAlik
4
=
P
X2X

Pr(�lik; tkjX; �
0)

� mean vector and covariance matrix:

mlik =

P
X2X

Blikxi

Alik

(15)

�lik =

P
x2X

Blik

�
xi �m

(xi)

lik

��
xi �m

(xi)

lik

�#

Alik

(16)

where# stands for transposition operation and

Blik
4
= Pr(�lik; tkjX;�

0
) (17)

CEA AGIMMO
Description Train Test Train Test

Nbr of speakers 4 4 10 10
Sentences/speaker 79 241 140 160
Gram. vocabulary – 2010 – 1010

Word-pair perplexity – 48 – 29
SNR (dB) – – 15 15

Table 1: Summary of CEA and AGIMMO corpora

Pr(�lik; tkjX; �
0) is obtained by:

Pr(�lik; tkjX; �
0
) =

p(xij�lik; tk; �
0)Pr(�likjtk; �

0)Pr(tkj�
0)

P (Xj�0)

�

QY
j=1;:::Q;j 6=i

p(xjjtk; �
0
) (18)

The initialisation of parameter set for EM algorithm can be per-
formed using any adequate unsupervised classification technique.
In our experiments, the LBG algorithm is used [8].

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1. Task description

Experiments deal with two French continuous speech corpora
recorded by the CRIN laboratory: CEA and AGIMMO. Table 1
describes these corpora. Speech signal is sampled at16 kHz. 13th

order mel-cepstral vectors were computed every10ms with an anal-
ysis window of32 ms. In average, there are about70 observations
per phoneme for each speaker in the training part of CEA corpus
and about80 observations in the AGIMMO corpus. For AGIMMO
corpus, among160 testing-sentences,60 are common to all speak-
ers and the remaining100 are speaker specific.

The two tasks are difficult because of insufficient training data,
noisy recording conditions (AGIMMO), and because the pauses be-
tween word are not modeled by our grammar.

4.2. Experiment design and discussion

We tested the system on two tasks. The first is a speaker-dependent
continuous speech recognition task with CEA corpus. The second is
a multi-speaker continuous speech recognition task with AGIMMO
corpus. In this last task, an unique system is trained with the data
from all speakers. For each corpus,32 context-independent phone
models, including one silence model, are built. The number of state
Q is 5. The number of trajectory mixtures (jKa

j) and the number
of state mixtures (jT ka

i j) are proportional to the number of obser-
vations in the training data. In the baseline MSTS configuration, up
to 8 (jKa

j = 8) clusters of trajectories are used in the CEA corpus
and up to16 in the AGIMMO corpus. In the proposed SM-STM,
we use only up to4 (jKa

j = 4) clusters of trajectories in the CEA
corpus and up to8 in the AGIMMO corpus and2 (jT ka

i j = 2) state
clusters.



speaker MSTM SM-MSTM

alv 97.23 97.77
flf 97.91 98.85
pab 98.45 98.04
yfg 97.37 97.64

AVG 97.74 98.08

Table 2: Word accuracy rates as function of speakers and models
for CEA corpus

speaker MSTM SM-MSTM

brs 87.96 89.57
crm 85.65 86.56
jel 72.15 74.50
lar 96.06 91.97
ols 95.60 94.78
sat 80.69 80.36
std 90.77 86.00
syc 85.60 87.68
vil 92.41 93.70
yig 90.99 93.89

AVG 88.00 88.08

Table 3: Word accuracy rates as function of speakers and models
for AGIMMO corpus

The speaker-dependent task was tested in the following configura-
tion: state-mixture (Eq-5) for the first and the last states and a sim-
ple Gaussian (Eq-4) for remaining states. This configuration em-
phasises modeling of the variability due to phonetic contexts. The
result of the test is given in Table 2, which shows that the perfor-
mance of the proposed model is better than MSTM, even for an
equal number of parameters. We observe that the MSTM system
gives97:74% word accuracy (21 Del., 105 Sub. and8 Ins. over
5928 words), and the SM-MSTM gives98:08% word accuracy (14
Del., 92 Sub. and8 Ins.), which represents about15% of error re-
duction. These experiments suggest that the MTSM-SM is able to
take into account the variability due to phonetic contexts.

For the multi-speaker task, the state-mixture is created for each state
to model the inter-speaker variability. The results are presented in
Table 3. The MSTM system gives88:0% word accuracy (58 Del.,
550 Sub. and162 Ins. over6418 words). The SM-MSTM gives
88:08% word accuracy (51 Del.,552 Sub. and162 Ins.). This con-
figuration does not give any significant improvement. We may con-
sider that it is due to a trajectory folding phenomenon [6]: clusters
of trajectories cannot be well represented, because the information
on the continuity of each individual trajectory is lost. Experiments
to validate this hypothesis are in progress.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Mixture Stochastic Trajectory Model with State-
Mixture is proposed. The main difference between SM-MSTM and
MSTM lies in the modeling of each state pdf by a mixture of Gaus-

sian pdf in SM-MSTM in order to increase the capability of MSTM
to model the large phonetic contexts and the inter-speaker variabil-
ity. We propose an ML estimate of the parameters of SM-MSTM
using the EM algorithm. Experiments indicate that the SM-MSTM
is able to take into account the variability due to phonetic contexts.
However, our tests do not suggest significant improvement when at-
tempting to model the inter-speaker variability. One explanation of
this fact could be that the introduction of state mixture distributions
increases the trajectory folding. It is plausible that the suitable bal-
ance between the number of trajectory mixtures and the number of
state mixtures would give better result. Experiments to validate this
hypothesis are in progress.
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